
There’s a new pressure weighing heavily on man-
agers. It’s the pressure to find financial solutions to
the revenue losses their offices are seeing as a result
of the poor economy.

Fortunately, many of those solutions are quite sim-
ple. Here are several of them. They are outlined by
KEITH HOSTETLER of Hostetler Management
Group, a practice management consulting firm in
Marshallville, OH, that focusus on midsize and small
medical offices.

tend first to the obvious first
Start out with the obvious, Hostetler says. Be ready

to get the money no matter how it comes in.
Take every payment format available. Mostly that’s

credit cards, checks, and cash. But along with that,
include a credit card payment option on the office’s
website.

Mention the online payment option on the bills and
give the web address.
Similarly, put an option on the bills for patients to fill
out their credit card information.

get the money up front
Obvious too: get up-front payments for expensive

procedures.
Once a service is given, the office doesn’t have

much leverage to prod a patient into paying for it. Yet
many surgery practices routinely perform all proce-
dures with no money up front “and just hope to collect
afterwards.”

There have to be exceptions, of course, such as situ-
ations where a patient has an urgent medical need, but
absent that, there’s no reason not to get at least partial
payment beforehand and preferably the full amount.

A new way to get upfront payment is with self-ser-
vice kiosks, or computers in the reception area that
provide automated check-in, form completion, insur-
ance and data verification, and also payment via card.
A criticism of it, Hostetler notes, is that it lessens the
personal touch patients expect when they go into a

physician office. However, the financial benefits can
be significant. (See story on page 3.)

medical credit cards – maybe
Another option: tell patients about medical credit

cards. Those allow patients to charge their medical
bills and pay them over time. Usually there’s no inter-
est for the first 90 days, so for the patient, the advan-
tage is an interest-free loan.

For the office, the advantage is that it gets its
money up front. But that comes with a price. The card
company takes a fee out of that amount.

While the cards are worth accepting, Hostetler says,
don’t expect them to bring in much additional rev-
enue, “because the patients who are poor payers usu-

(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

A handful of managers’ good ideas
for keeping the money coming in

This month’s idea is five ideas MOM has covered in the past. All
are geared to getting the revenues in.

• One manager has the billing staff keep time sheets of what they
do each day. A sheet might show, for example, that from 9:00 a.m.
to noon the staffer billed X number of Medicare claims, from 1:00
p.m. to 2:00 p.m. made Y number of patient calls, and so on.

Manager and staffer review the sheet each week, and the outcome
is twofold: the billers are productive and accountable, and the man-
ager sees where the holdups are. If the sheets show repeated calls to
one payer, for example, the manager can address that issue.

• The bill’s appearance makes a difference. So does ease of pay-
ment. Some recommendations: use colored envelopes because they
stand out and the bill doesn’t get ignored; include a return envelope;
highlight the balance with a colored marker; include a copy for the
patient to keep; and on overdue accounts, put in a handwritten note
such as “your account is past due – please call the office.”

• With accidents and personal injuries, the settlement check usu-
ally goes to the attorney who then writes a check to the patient. The
office may never know the patient got the check – and may never
collect. To avoid that, one manager has both attorney and patient
sign an assignment form that says the attorney will pay the office
out of the settlement before giving any money to the patient.

• One office produces a weekly aging report of the accounts
receivable by payer class – contracts, Medicare, Medicaid, and so
on. That office also has a full-time staffer who follows up on
accounts.

The manager reviews the report weekly and can see immediately
when a class takes a dip. When that happens, the office generates a
list of all the patient in that group, and during that week, the follow-
up staffer concentrates on getting those accounts paid.

• Finally, some managers put individual billing staffers in charge
of specific areas such as handling Medicare appeals, calling certain
payers, calling patients, and so on.

Morale-wise, it gives each staffer the prestige of being the spe-
cialist in a certain area. Revenue-wise, it ensures accountability.
When a payment problem arises, there’s no question about who’s
working on the account and who needs to follow up on it.
If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,

MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
ally don’t qualify for them.” What’s more, the cut the
card company takes out of the office’s payment is usu-
ally higher than regular credit card fees.

think through the payment plans
As everybody knows, patient payment plans are

also essential for revenue, but the question is what
types of plans the office should offer.

What the office allows is what the doctors are will-

ing to accept, but Hostetlelr’s advice is to set limits.
Give no more than six months’ leeway on payments,
preferably less. If it’s not possible for somebody to
pay the full amount within six months, require that the
person get a loan. Otherwise, the office is simply
serving as the best bank in town – it’s handing out
interest-free loans.

In general, physician payment plans don’t carry
interest, he says, because of the legal requirements
governing interest charges. However, the office can
impose a statement charge of a few dollars or even a

One of the newest revenue speed-ups the self-ser-
vice kiosk where patients enter their insurance infor-
mation into a computer terminal in the reception area
and the office gets back eligibility information. Some
also allow patients to swipe a card and pay on the
spot.

There are two types of kiosks, explains GERARD
P. WHITE, CEO of Clearwave, an Atlanta-based
kiosk provider.

The first serves mostly as an extension of the
office’s practice management system. The patient
enters insurance and demographic information into the
terminal, and the information is then integrated into
the office’s system. The process pretty much stops
there, the main advantage being that the office has the
correct information on file for billing.

The other type of kiosk goes further. In addition to
collecting information, “it has real-time connection
with the Internet,” White explains. The information
goes from kiosk to payer and back to the office, and
what the office gets is an immediate insurance eligi-
bility check plus information on the benefits, the
remaining deductible amount, any outstanding balance
owed to the office, and the copay amount.

With many patients now carrying high deductibles,
he says, getting that information immediately “can
spell the difference between going out of business and
staying in business,” because it allows the office to
collect its payment – or at least make arrangements to
get it – at the time of service. What’s more, the kiosk
has a card swiper so the patient can pay on the spot
with a credit card.

Another advantage of that is the reduction in the
amount of work the office has to do, he notes.
“There’s no need to throw bodies at prechecking eligi-
bility and determining the deductible or copay
amounts.

In addition, the program can let the office do the
checking during scheduling while the patient is still
on the phone. The scheduler can let the patient know
what balance is due or that the copayment will be $X.
Then when the patient comes in, all that is again veri-

fied and the patient can pay with a card.
The system will go yet farther in that it stores past

eligibility information. Thus, if the patient has a bal-
ance of $X for a visit three months ago, it will show
the eligibility that applied at the time that service was
given.

That type of system is connected to all the large
payers and thereby covers just about all patients. But
it can also be connected to any smaller plans the
office has contracts with.

Red Flags compliance on the way
White points out that there’s more in the offing –

Red Flags rule compliance. Among other things, that
rule requires offices to verify patient identity and
thereby prevent identity theft. (For a complete expla-
nation of the Red Flags Rule, see the April issue of
MOM.)

By year’s end, it will be possible to get ID verifica-
tion via kiosk. The system will be able to recognize
the validity of driver’s licenses and also confirm that
the person standing there is, in fact, the person pic-
tured on the license.

And soon to come: the physician will be able to use
the same kiosk to access the patient’s online personal
health record.

for both the large and small
A self-service kiosk is as much an option for a

small office as for a large one, White says, because
cost is determined by the number of patient visits the
office sees each day. In general, one kiosk can handle
from 60 to 70 patients a day.

With his company, for example, a kiosk can be pur-
chased for $4,500 or leased for about $115 a month.
There is an installation and training charge of about
$1,000. And the monthly network fee is about $250.

The return on investment comes from better collec-
tions and less bad debt and write-offs as well as from
a reduction in staff time. �

Verify insurance and collect payments at a kiosk
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small percentage of the amount due. That amount is
added to each bill.

If the office opts to do that, it should include the
provision in the billing policies patients sign off on.

print up some payment coupons
For patients on plans, a good payment encourage-

ment is coupons.
The coupons are the same as mortgage coupons.

Just give them to patients when they settle on payment
plans. They serve as monthly reminders and relieve
the office of the job of sending out monthly invoices
on those accounts.

The office can buy blank coupons or it can print its
own. They need show no more than the patient’s name
and identifying information, the amount due, the pay-
ment date, and the office’s address.

ask for over-the-phone checks
Another option offices should offer is checks by

phone, which is a process utility companies often use.
Mostly, phone checks get used when the office calls

about an overdue amount, Hostetler says. The patient
gives the office a checking account number plus the
verbal authorization to write a check on the account
without a signature.

It’s not an automatic withdrawal. Instead, the office
prints out a check and deposits it.

The process requires software, “but it’s inexpen-
sive”– usually about $100.

That option usually gets good results when the
office calls about an account, he says. The staffer asks
“would you like to pay that by credit card or by phone
check? The office can also get the patient’s permission
to cut regular monthly checks on the account.

be wary of e-mail reminders
What about e-mailing bills and overdue payment

reminders?
Hostetler cautions against using e-mail for that pur-

pose lest privacy be breeched. “There’s no way to
know who gets the e-mail,” he says.

The only safe approach to e-mail billing is to send a
message of “please click here to access our secure
website for information.” The office then has a system
where patients can log in and check their balances and
pay online.

letters before the collection work
As for collections, an effective approach is to use a

letter-writing service, which many collection compa-
nies provide.

The company sends out a series of automated letters

on a regular schedule, each getting increasingly harsh
as payments get increasingly late.

Having an outside service handle the correspon-
dence is effective because it sends the letters out regu-
larly, which most offices aren’t set up to do.

The company also knows what language is strong
enough to be effective but not so strong as to offend
the patients.

In addition, having the letters come from a third
party gives the impression the matter has been
referred to a collection agency even though that step
has not yet been taken. Using the company also
ensures that the office stays in compliance with debt
collection regulations.

He points out that most collections come from let-
ters and not from phone calls, so the early letters can
be more effective than turning the accounts over to a
collection agency later. And the price is far less than
the cut an agency takes when it does actual collection
work.

train staff; it’s not that difficult
Yes, staff can do effective collection work, Hostet-

ler says. It takes training, but that training “doesn’t
have to be specific to medical practices.”

Admittedly, medical collection work involves “dif-
ferent emotions from collecting on a sofa or a TV,”
but the technique “is pretty standard” – getting the
individual to acknowledge that money is owed and to
agree to pay it. Thus, a staffer can get good training
from any nonmedical collections seminar.

The most effective collection work, however, is
done right at the front desk by collecting the copay-
ments and unpaid balances. And lest staff fall into the
old error of asking patients if they would like to pay
and opening the door to a “no” answer, give them a
short written script to follow: “your copay (or bal-
ance) is $X. Would you like to pay for that with a
check or a credit card?” Then the option is not
whether the patient is going to pay but how.

enforce the payment policies
The office also needs a payment policy, Hostetler

says.
What it says will depend on the doctor’s personal

preference, but what brings in the most money is a
policy that the office will not schedule patients who
have outstanding balances.

The doctor needs to approve any enforcement of
that, of course, because refusal to see a patient who is
midway through a treatment can constitute abandon-
ment.

The easiest way to keep the policy in force is to
mention it in the automated appointment reminder
call: “As you know, we require payment at the time of
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service, so please be sure to bring payment with you.”
Along with that, set up a system that shows the

scheduler each patient’s outstanding balance. Then
when a patient calls, the response can be “I see you
have a balance of $X. Before we can see you, you will
need to pay (whatever amount). Our policy is that out-
standing payments must be taken care of before we
can see a patient. Otherwise, we will have to resched-
ule you when you get here.”

A caution: don’t let somebody pay part of an old
balance and then ring up yet more charges on a new
visit. When someone owes money, always get the full
amount on the new visit and at least something on
what’s due. Otherwise, the office just goes deeper into
the hole.

keep the billing inhouse
Inhouse billing or a billing service?
Inhouse, Hostetler says.
Nobody cares about the practice more than the

physician and the employees. By contrast, an outside
services naturally focuses on its own revenues more
than on the physician’s revenues.

Also, when the work is done inhouse, the office has
the opportunity to edit the bills to suit individual situ-
ations. For example, it can put handwritten notes on
bills that are past due.

tomorrow’s charges today
And the ultimate to getting the money in is to be

able to verify the benefits and collect the deductible
and copay up front “rather than billing later and wait-
ing to collect.”

Some carriers and clearinghouses currently allow
offices to submit appointments online and get the
deductible amount immediately. That capability will
will likely expand in the near future, he says, because
HIPAA was originally designed to provide that infor-
mation. �

The ADA: common sense,
good management, and
how to count to 15

Staying safe with the Americans with Disabilities
Act is to a great extent a matter of combining good
management with common sense. But there are three
areas that warrant extra good management and extra
good sense.

They are suspected disabilities, essential job func-
tions, and fairness in accommodations.

Along with that, exercise “an abundance of cau-
tion” in determining if the office comes under the
ADA, cautions employment law attorney JEREMY
A. STEPHENSON of Hedrick Gardner in Charlotte,
NC. The law applies only to employers who have 15
or more employees. But for safety, count the part-
timers in that. And be aware that the count applies to
the entire practice, not to individual office sites.

What’s more, if the corporate set-up of the office
makes the doctors employees, they go into the count
along with everybody else.

search out disabilities – with care

The first area that warrants attention is the rather
common I-don’t-want-to-know position about some-
body’s suspected disability.

It’s not the employee’s responsibility to put the
office on notice about a disability, Stephenson says.

The ADA goes the other way around. It says that
when there’s any suspicion of a disability, it’s up to
the employer to find out about it. The employer has to
“engage in an interactive dialogue” with the employee
to determine if there is, in fact, a disability and if an
accommodation is needed.

For that reason, the manager has to follow up on
any hint of disability.

He gives the example of a sudden dramatic change
in a staffer’s performance. Any such change could be
due to a disability, so the safe route is to “go straight
to the employee” and ask outright “is there any reason
you are consistently showing up late (or falling asleep
at the desk or whatever)?”

If the answer is that the work is failing because the
staffer has a medical or disabling condition, the office
has to figure out if there’s a way to work around it
with an accommodation.

However, if the answer is “no, there’s nothing
wrong with me” or even “I’d rather not talk about it,”
consider the office free of any ADA obligation.
There’s no need to make any accommodation for that
person. The manager can respond with “well then you
are fired.”

Don’t hesitate to ask that even when a disability is

by john chase

I don’t know about Caesar, but you must render
unto the rendering physician the payments

that are the physician’s.
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only rumored, he says. Often it happens that someone
files an ADA claim and the manager admits to having
heard about it via office talk. But ask that manager
“did you ever talk to this employee about it?” and the
answer is “no, it’s private.”

Suppose a staffer who is undergoing cancer treat-
ment starts falling asleep at the desk and gets fired as
a result. It’s no defense to say “we had information
that Staffer A had a disability, but she never asked us
to make an accommodation.”

It’s “all too easy” for Staffer A to claim “they knew
I had a disability, and they were required to start a
dialogue with me about it and they didn’t.”

It’s obvious that something in that person’s life had
changed, and it can be argued that the manager should
have asked about it.

What’s more, he says, most medical offices are
“closed environments.” They don’t have hundreds of
employees and so are small enough and have medical
awareness enough to know when somebody has a seri-
ous health or physical condition. In that setting, it’s
easy for an employee to claim that management knew
there was a problem but just didn’t ask about it.

identify the essential functions
The second area of concern is the essential func-

tions of each job.
The ADA turns on whether somebody is able to per-

form the essential job functions. As long as those are
getting done satisfactorily, there’s no basis for firing.

For that reason, every position needs a job descrip-
tion that clearly defines those functions, and every
employee needs to sign off on it, Stephenson says.

As to what’s essential, take the example of a data
entry clerk who spends the day at a computer and rou-
tinely has to climb up a step ladder to retrieve papers
and supplies. The data entry is the job’s essential
function, not the ladder climbing, so if the clerk gets
injured and can’t climb the ladder but can still enter
the data, there’s no reason to let that employee go.
The office has to work around that with an accommo-
dation.

An easy way to determine what’s essential to a job
is to look at the advertisement for the position. The
requirements listed there are the must-haves. If some-
body can’t do those even with an accommodation,
there’s no ADA protection.

However, he says, don’t make the essential func-
tions overly rigid. “The goal is to keep the employee
in the job, not get rid of that person.”

A question that often arises is whether regular
attendance can be considered an essential function,
and the answer is yes.

Stephenson gives the example of a factory where a
machine requires 10 people to run it. If one of those
10 says “I can’t always be there because I suffer from

clinical depression,” that’s not an ADA excuse. That
person can’t do the job.

what’s fair and reasonable?
The third concern is how to determine if an accom-

modation is reasonable.
The ADA doesn’t say what accommodation any-

body has to provide. It only says an accommodation
has to be reasonable, which means it doesn’t pose sig-
nificant difficulty or expense on the employer

“It’s not a one-size-fits-all situation,” Stephenson
says. What’s reasonable for a large corporation might
be exorbitant for a small office. The touchstone is
common sense. For the clerk now off the ladder, for
example, it’s reasonable to move the supplies to a
lower shelf or to have somebody else get them down
each day. Neither requires the office to hire somebody
else or pay anybody overtime.

The best way to determine what accommodation is
appropriate is to ask the employee: “This problem
appears to be affecting your ability to do your job.
What do you propose we do about it?”

But there’s no obligation to provide what the
employee asks for. If the clerk wants to work from
home but the job requires physical presence to over-
see other people’s work, that’s not reasonable.

And if the answer is that the office needs to put in
an elevator, there’s no need even to discuss it.

still more on the ADA:
Expanded protection
makes claims easier
Be aware that the number of claims related to the

Americans with Disabilities Act may see an upswing.
That’s because of amendments to the ADA that took

effect at the beginning of the year and that make it
easier for employees to claim ADA protection.

Here employment law attorney JEREMYA.
STEPHENSON of Hedrick Gardner in Charlotte, NC,
outlines some of the major points to watch.

a broader definition of disability
One change is in the interpretation of the term dis-

ability.
The definition itself has not changed. A disability is

still defined as a physical or mental impairment that
“substantially limits one or more of the major life
activities.” What has changed is the interpretation of
that, and the outcome is that the scope of the ADA’s
protection has been broadened.

The U.S. Supreme Court originally said the impair-
ment must prevent or severely limit a person from



Here is an overview of the main employment laws
managers need to stay in compliance with.

WORKPLACE STANDARDS
• Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(EEOC) Applies to employers with 15 or more
employees.

Employers cannot discriminate because of race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin

• Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Applies
to employers with 50 or more employees. Only applies
to employees who have worked at least 1,250 hours
during the past 12 months.

Requires employers to provide up to 12 weeks’
unpaid leave each year for the birth and care of a
newborn, the adoption or foster placement of a child,
the care of an immediate family member (spouse,
child, or parent) with a serious health condition, and
medical leave because of a serious health condition.

In addition, immediate or next of kin to a service
member recovering from illness or injury sustained in
the line of duty get up to 26 weeks of leave to care for
that person.

• Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Applies
to employers with 15 or more employees.

Prohibits discrimination against disabled persons in
job applications, hiring, firing, advancement, pay,
training, and privileges of employment.

• Employee Polygraph Protection Act (EPPA)
Prohibits using lie detector tests for hiring screens

or during the course of employment. This does not
apply, however, to pharmaceutical businesses, securi-
ty firms, and to employees suspected of involvement
in workplace theft that has damaged the employer.

WAGES AND WORKING HOURS
• Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
Requires minimum wage and overtime of 1.5 times

the regular pay rate.
Restricts working hours for children under age 16
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doing activities that are centrally important to daily
life. The amendments now say that the impairment
need only substantially restrict – not limit – those
activities.

The amendments also expand “major life activities”
to include “major bodily functions.” And they give a
wide list of examples such as digestive, bowel, brain,
respiratory, and reproductive functions.

They also clarify the fact that the ADA steps in
even if only one life activity is restricted.

Opening the claims door even wider, they say that

when there’s a question of whether there is, in fact, a
disability, the answer has to lean toward a yes.

medicine and prosthetics
Another change concerns medications and prosthet-

ics.
Until now, if somebody could overcome an impair-

ment by taking medication or using a prosthesis, that
person was not considered disabled and therefore did-
n’t come under the ADA. For example, somebody who

and forbids employing children under age 18 in cer-
tain dangerous jobs.

As of July 24, minimum wage is $7.25. For youths
under age 20, it is $4.25, but only for the first 90 con-
secutive days of employment. After that, it’s $7.25.
• Consumer Credit Protection Act, Title III

(CPCA)
Prohibits discharge of an employee because wages

have been garnished. Also limits the amount that can
be garnished in any one week.

SAFETYAND HEALTH
• Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
Requires workplace safety and health provisions.

HEALTH BENEFITS AND RETIREMENT
• Employee Retirement Income Security Act

(ERISA)
Imposes fiduciary, disclosure, and reporting

requirements on the management of employee pen-
sion and benefits plans.
• Comprehensive Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-

tion (COBRA)
Requires employers to allow employees to continue

their group health insurance after leaving a job.

NON-US CITIZENS
• Immigration and Nationality Act (INA)
Requires employers to hire only U.S. citizens and

nationals and aliens authorized to work in the U.S.
Employers have to verify the identity and employ-

ment eligibility of all new hires by completing an
Employment Eligibility Verification Form (I-9). They
then have to keep the I-9 form on file for three years,
or one year after employment ends, whichever is
longer.

An exception: the INA does allow employment of
aliens in specialty occupations that generally require a
bachelor’s degree. Physicians and physical therapists
come under that allowance. �

The 10 main employment laws managers have to oversee
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had high blood pressure but took medication wasn’t
considered disabled.

No more. Under the new amendments, the “amelio-
rative effects” of medicine or prosthetics don’t take
anybody off the disabled list. That person gets the
same protection as would be provided if the condition
weren’t under control.

Again, that broadens the ADA’s scope. Somebody
who takes medication to control a condition such as
epilepsy or bipolar disorder is still disabled.

In addition, somebody who has a disability that is
episodic, or that comes and goes, gets ADA protec-
tion. Thus, an employee with cancer that is in remis-
sion can still be considered disabled.

a quiet perception counts too
The amendments also make it easier for an employ-

ee to be “regarded as” disabled.
In the past, it was up to the employee to show that

the employer perceived some disability. Now, howev-
er, all anybody has to do is show evidence of discrimi-
nation. It doesn’t matter whether the employer did or
didn’t perceive that person as having a disability.

Says Stephenson, that makes it possible for some-
one to claim discrimination for a rare or poorly under-
stood condition the employer was unfamiliar with.

That doesn’t apply, however, to “transitory” impair-
ments, or conditions that last no more than six
months. �

The last of I-9’s updates
from injuries to E codes

BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P

The last two issues have covered the new ICD-9-
CM updates from neoplasms through symptoms and
signs. Here now are the last of them, from injury and
poisoning through the E codes

injury and poisoning
In this chapter are two new lower-arm fracture

codes. One is for a torus fracture of the ulna (813.46),

and the other is for the same but of both the radius and
the ulna (813.47).

This is a buckle fracture that often happens in chil-
dren when they try to break a fall by stretching out an
arm.

There is also a new code for nursemaid’s elbow
(832.2). It’s a dislocation of the elbow, and it gets the
name from the fact that it can be caused by a jerk on
the child’s arm, as might happen when an adult tries
to get a stubborn child to move along.

There are also a number of new codes in the
969(xx) category for poisoning by drugs and biologi-
cal substances. They show poisonings by specific
types of antidepressants as well as by amphetamines,
caffeine, and other psychostimulants, thus making it
possible to track the effects of various drugs and sub-
stances.

The last code here is a scary one – 995.24 for failed
moderate sedation during a procedure. In other words,
the patient wakes up in the middle of it all, and the
wake-up could involve pain.

Related to that is V15.80 to show a history of
failed moderate sedation. With that code in the record,
the doctor knows to watch for sedation problems dur-
ing any procedure.

the new V codes
Finally, there are new V codes.
They begin with codes to show a history of unspec-

ified malignant neoplasms (V10.90), malignant neu-
roendocrine tumor (V10.91), traumatic brain injury
(V15.52), failed moderate sedation (V15.80), and
underimmunization status (V15.82). One reason
underimmunization is occurring is because of parents’
fear that vaccines can cause autism. It also occurs in
immigrant children who have simply not had an
opportunity to be vaccinated.

Next are codes for circumstances related to repro-
duction and development.

Codes V20.31 and V20.32 cover supervision of a
healthy newborn under 8 days old and 8 to 28 days
old respectively. The first usually applies when the
baby is discharged from the hospital within 48 hours
of delivery.

The other codes here are V26.42 and V26.82 for
fertility preservation counseling and procedures. They
get used, for example, before a patient undergoes drug
or radiation therapy that could end in sterility and the
physician discusses freezing the egg or sperm or even
an embryo for later use.

Following those are three new codes (V53.50,
V53.51, and V53.59) covering aftercare for gastric
procedures. Mostly those apply when a device such as
a gastric lap band is used with a bariatric procedure.
The band is placed around the stomach to reduce its
size and thereby restrict food intake, and it can be

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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adjusted to allow less or more intake.
Then come family circumstances, and the new

codes here show foster care (V60.81), housing or eco-
nomic circumstances such as displacement due to a
storm that can affect access to health care (V60.89),
family disruptions due to the death or extended
absence of a family member (V61.07 and V61.08),
counseling for problems with biological, adopted, and
foster children (V61.23-V61.25), and substance abuse
in the family (V61.42).

There are more new V codes to show that patients
are coming in for various exams. They run from
V72.60 through V72.69 and show that patients are

getting immunity testing, tests ordered as part of a
general medical exam, and pre-procedure lab work.
V80.01 and V80.09 indicate tests for brain injuries
and other neurological conditions.

Last are five new codes for exposure to hazards,
and they cover algae bloom or mold (V87.32), person-
al history of estrogen therapy (V87.43), inhaled
steroid therapy (V87.44), systemic steroid therapy
(V87.45), and immunosuppressive therapy, usually
given for autoimmune diseases such as lupus
(V87.46).

and lots of E codes
There are a lot of new E codes, many of them to

explain what a person was doing when an injury
occurred, such as running or rappelling. They also
show external causes of injuries such as that an injury
involved animal care.

Except for the ones that show adverse drug effects,
the external cause of injury codes are optional – for
now. When ICD-10 arrives in a few years, they will be
required.
Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is

assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

Set out extensive policies
for Internet and e-mail use
or face a lot of trouble

Internet and e-mail use opens the door to far more
mischief that most managers realize.

It can result in unintentional copyright violations
and even patient relationships nobody intended to
establish. It can also do significant harm to the
office’s image and reputation.

For that reason, every office needs an extensive
policy, says employment law attorney DAVID E.
MORRISON of Goldberg Kohn in Chicago.

But don’t expect that policy to last long. With tech-
nology, things change fast. He gives the examples of
Facebook and instant messaging. While commonplace
now, only a short time ago, they were unheard of.

it’s a public forum
Internet use is not something to be cavalier about,

Morrison cautions.
On the Internet, “people think of themselves as

anonymous.” But what they don’t realize is that their

New administration codes
for the swine flu vaccine

While Medicare usually pays for just one flu vacci-
nation a year, this year it’s paying for two – one for
the regular flu and one for H1N1 virus, or swine flu.

However, because the government is providing the
vaccine at no charge, it will pay only for the adminis-
tration, not for the vaccine itself. And neither will it
pay for an office visit when the only purpose is vac-
cine administration.

The swine flu vaccine comes under the umbrella of
preventive services, so the deductible and coinsurance
don’t apply.

There are two new codes for administering the
H1N1 vaccine, and they can be used for services
given September 1 and afterwards. They will be paid
at the same rate as code G0008 (administration of flu
vaccine).

The two new codes are
• G9141 – influenza A (H1N1) immunization

administration (includes physician counseling with
the patient and family)
• G9142 – influenza A (H1N1) vaccine, any route

of administration
The diagnosis code to use is
• V04.81 – need for influenza vaccination
Because there’s no cost for the vaccine, there’s no

need to use code G9142 (HIN1 vaccine) on the claim.
If it does appear on the claim, that line will be denied.

Medicare will also reimburse patients for the vac-
cine administration when it’s given by a provider who
isn’t enrolled in Medicare. Those patients will have to
submit form CMS-1490S to their local Medicare con-
tractors, and again, payment will be for the adminis-
tration only and not for the vaccine itself.

There is no time requirement for giving the vac-
cines. Medicare will pay even if they are given earlier
in the year than usual. It says it has told the carriers to
expect early claims and that there should not be a
problem getting those claims paid. �
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website travels can be followed – not just by the
office but by the sites they visit.

Thus, when somebody visits a site from the office’s
system, that person “is representing the practice in the
marketplace.” And that person “can compromise the
office’s image and reputation” by what’s said or
entered on that site.

What’s more, both civil and ethical violations can
occur without intention, and when they occur via the
office’s system, the office suffers the consequences.

Downloading material, for example, can violate
copyright laws and licensing agreements. Down-
loading offensive material can bring on harassment
claims. An online discussion can violate patient confi-
dentiality.

And along with all that is the productivity loss that
comes from people wasting time on personal Internet
use. At its worst, Morrison says, it’s not unknown for
an employee to run an outside business on an employ-
er’s system – while collecting a paycheck.

the policy introduction
Begin the policy with a statement that Internet and

e-mail access are provided “to further the office’s
business purposes.” Say that the practice owns the
system and has the right to monitor Internet and e-
mail use and restrict it if it interferes with business.

Then put some teeth into it. Say that policy viola-
tions can result in termination of Internet and e-mail
access as well as termination of employment.

And because people take Internet use casually, pro-
vide continuous training. It can be as simple as send-
ing out a memo from time to time outlining points that
need attention or circulating the policies periodically
to remind everybody of what the rules are.

three sections to cover
Morrison recommends dividing the policy into

three parts and listing examples of what’s not permit-
ted in each area.
Activities that could harm the practice’s reputa-

tion or image.
“Not everybody thinks through” the implications of

communicating through the Internet, he says. They
assume privacy and so express things they wouldn’t
say aloud if others were in the room.

Some examples of what to prohibit:
• vulgar or obscene language
• flaming, or derogatory remarks and harsh criti-

cism of someone
• spamming
• sending out unsolicited advertisements
• downloading obscene or indecent material
Anything dealing with pornography should never be

allowed, and people should know that they can be dis-
ciplined and terminated for viewing it at the office.
Activities that pose liability to the practice.
Morrison points out that this area needs to be spe-

cific, because just about all the office’s other policies
can be violated through electronic communication.

Some examples of things to prohibit:
• viewing or downloading racially, ethnically, or

sexually offensive material
• harassment
• violating license agreements
• violating anyone’s privacy rights
• communications that could endanger patient con-

fidentiality
• sending out advertising that violates professional

responsibility requirements
Illegal activities.
These are the more obvious things:
• Downloading and distributing material that’s

copyrighted or that violates a contract or license
• entering another system with the intent to cause

harm
• disrupting anybody’s ability to communicate elec-

tronically
• harassing or stalking anybody via the Internet
• viewing or distributing pornography
• gambling

e-mail rules
For e-mail, the policy should say that outgoing e-

mail identifies the practice as the source of the com-
munication and therefore must be professional and
must support the office’s business interests.

Then list the items that are prohibited, such as
these:

• nonbusiness items such as jokes and political
commentaries
• efforts to sell things
• chain letters
• messages that contain pornography
• messages that are discriminatory or harassing

“regardless of whether the employee believes the e-
mail will be welcome”
• messages that could compromise patient confi-

dentiality

the social networks
Another point to cover is the use of an office e-mail

address on social networking sites such as Facebook,
Morrison says. Tell people to use their personal e-mail
addresses on those sites.

What if a patient asks a doctor to become a
Facebook friend?

That’s a situation that’s best avoided, and to do so,
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he recommends setting a policy that office e-mail
addresses can only be used to participate in profes-
sional networking sites such as Linked In. Then the
doctor can use a personal address or ask the patient to
participate in the networking site instead.

Or, to avoid that type of situation altogether, many
businesses are setting up other Internet accounts so
employees can do personal work through them and
thereby disassociate themselves entirely from the
organization. �

Some Q&A on the RACs;
be prepared to see them
out in full force by January

Here’s a bit of Q&A on the recovery audit contrac-
tors, or RACs, the new auditors of Medicare claims.
There are four RACs, and they don’t replace any of
Medicare’s current audit entities but are yet another
one, this time from the private sector. They get a per-
centage of the overpayments they turn up.
(For an overview of the RACs, see “Medicare’s new

bounty hunters search for overpays,” MOM, May.)
The RACs have completed a three-year test of their

prowess. That test was conducted in only a limited
number of states, but it exceeded all expectations,
uncovering more than $1 billion in overpayments.

They are now a permanent fixture in the Medicare
landscape and by January will be operating full speed
in all states.

Who are the RACs?
There are four of them, and each covers a region of

the country:
Region A – Connecticut, Delaware, District of

Columbia, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont
Diversified Collection Services
333 North Canyons Parkway, Suite 100
Livermore, CA 94551
www.dcsrac.com
866/201-0580
e-mail info@dcsrac.com.

Region B – Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky
CGI Technologies and Solutions
11325 Random Hills Road
Fairfax, VA 22030
http://racb.cgi.com
877/316-7222
e-mail racb@cgi.com

Region C – Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West
Virginia, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands
Connolly Consulting Associates
50 Danbury Road
Wilton, CT 06897
www.connollyhealthcare.com/RAC
866/360-2507
e-mail RACinfo@connollyhealthcare.com

Region D – Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii,
Iowa, Idaho, Kansas, Missouri, Montana,
North Dakota, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming,
Guam, American Samoa, Northern Marianas
HealthDataInsights
7501 Trinity Peak Street, Suite 120
Las Vegas, NV 89128
www.healthdatainsights.com
Part A: 866/590-5598, Part B: 866/376-2319
e-mail racinfo@emailhdi.com

What happens when they find overpayments?
When they find an obvious mistake such as a dou-

ble claim, they will contact the office and demand a
refund. The office has no option but to pay up.

When they find mistakes where payment is
arguable, the office will be able to contest the find-
ings.

What areas are they reviewing?
The areas are supposed to be posted on their web-

sites, though not all of the RACs have them posted
yet.

Will they review E/M services?
Yes. Right now, they are mostly looking for ser-

vices that are billed separately but should be included
in the global surgery package.

However, there is concern that they will eventually
be scrutinizing the visit levels. There is tremendous
potential for loss if that occurs, because the RACs can
extrapolate their findings, and with the large number
of E/M claims most doctors file, that could spell dis-
aster, especially for a large clinic.

No one knows when the level reviews will start, but
Medicare says it will let doctors know before they
begin.

Some good news: it looks at this point like the
RACs will only extrapolate when an office has been
warned of an error but has continued to repeat it. But
how that actually turns out is yet to be seen.

If the RAC requests records, how long does the
office have to respond?

Not long. The time frame is 45 days – and those are
calendar days, not business days. The office can, how-



ever, ask for an extension, but the request has to be
made during the 45-day period, not afterwards.

Are there limits on how many records the RACs
can request?

Yes:
solo practitioners: 10 records per 45 days
two to five doctors: 20 records per 45 days
six to 15 doctors: 30 records per 45 days
16 or more doctors: 50 records per 45 days

Can the RAC make a determination of overpay-
ment without reviewing the medical record?

The RACs are required to review the record where
there is a good probability of overpayment but no cer-
tainty. However, when over there’s no question that a
claim has been overpaid, they don’t have to do so.

That can happen if the payment clearly violates
some regulation that a particular service can only be
paid at a certain level or is never covered at all.

But be aware that a no-record determination can
also be made if the office doesn’t send the records the
RAC requests within the 45-day period. For that rea-
son, offices have to be extremely careful to respond to
RAC record requests quickly.

Suppose the office does a self audit before the
RAC comes in, finds overpayment, and reports it
to Medicare. Can the RAC then come in and re-
review those records?

It depends. Suppose the office finds an error on a
single claim, reports it to Medicare, and pays back the
overpayment. Medicare gives the RAC that informa-
tion but the RAC can still review the claim.

On the other hand, suppose the office finds over-
payment on several similar claims, extrapolates the
error, reports it to Medicare, and pays an extrapolated
amount. The RAC can’t review any of those claims.

If the office pays what the RAC demands and
then later wins an appeal, will it get reimbursed
with interest?

I will get reimbursed, but as to the interst, that
depends on how Medicare interprets the appeal regu-
lations for the particular situation.

What happens if the RAC finds an underpaid
claim?

If a RAC finds both overpayments and underpay-
ments for a doctor, it offsets the latter from the over-
payment it charges.

If it finds underpayments and no overpayments, it
tells the carrier, and the carrier pays the office.

While the RACs’ job is to find all payment errors,
they only get paid for the overpayments, so there isn’t
much impetus to find errors in doctors’ favor.

How does the office get paid for record copies?
The RAC has to pay 12 cents a page. The office

doesn’t submit a payment request; instead, the RAC
automatically pays the charge, and it has to make the
payment within 45 days of receiving the record.

Whom should the office contact if it has RAC
questions?

Go first to the RAC’s customer service line. If that
doesn’t solve the matter, contact Medicare at its spe-
cial RAC e-mail address: CMSRAC@cms.hhs.gov.

Are the RAC appeals the same as regular
Medicare appeals?

Yes. Hospital appeals take a slightly different route,
but for offices it is the same.

Will the RACs replace Medicare’s other review
entities?

No. All of Medicare’s other review entities are still
in place. However, the RACs will not review a claim
that one of those entities has already reviewed.

If a RAC denies an entire hospital stay, will all
other services such as the doctor’s E/M services
also be denied?

Not automatically, though it will most assuredly
take a hard look at them. �
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